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Abstract

A subset S of vertices of a graph G is in general position if no shortest path in

G contains three vertices of S. The general position problem consists of finding

the number of vertices in a largest general position set of G, whilst the lower

general position problem asks for a smallest maximal general position set. In

this paper we determine the lower general position numbers of several families of

Cartesian products. We also show that the existence of small maximal general

position sets in a Cartesian product is connected to a special type of general

position set in the factors, which we call a terminal set, for which adding any

vertex u from outside the set creates three vertices in a line with u as an endpoint.

We give a constructive proof of the existence of terminal sets for graphs with

diameter at most three. We also present conjectures on the existence of terminal

sets for all graphs and a lower bound on the lower general position number of a

Cartesian product in terms of the lower general position numbers of its factors.
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1 Introduction

The lower general position problem originates in the puzzles of two of the best known
recreational mathematicians of modern history, Henry Dudeney and Martin Gardner.
Dudeney posed the following chessboard puzzle in [8]: how many pawns can be placed
on an n × n chessboard if we do not allow any three pawns to lie on a common
line in the plane? In Gardner’s column in Scientific American [10], he suggested
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investigating the ‘worst-case scenario’ of this problem by finding the smallest no-three-
in-line configurations of pawns on the chessboard that cannot be extended by adding
another pawn.

The no-three-in-line problem was extended to the setting of graph theory in [3, 16].
A set S of vertices of a graph G is in general position if no shortest path of G contains
more than two vertices of S. The general position number gp(G) is the cardinality of a
largest general position set of G. Inspired by Gardner’s suggestion, a recent paper [7]
studied the lower position number gp−(G) of a graph, which the authors defined to
be the number of vertices in a smallest maximal general position set of G. The lower
general position number can be seen as representing the worst-case output of a greedy
search for general position sets.

There are several papers on the general position numbers of the Cartesian product
of graphs. The first paper to treat this problem was [11]; in this article the lower bound
gp(G � H) ≥ gp(G) + gp(H) − 2 is deduced and this is used to find a lower bound
on the general position number of the product of an arbitrary number of complete
graphs. In [13] the authors determine the exact values of the general position numbers
of cylinder graphs Pr � Cs and strong bounds for torus graphs Cr � Cs, as well as
counting all maximum general position sets in a Cartesian grid Pr � Ps and giving
lower bounds for Cartesian powers. The paper [21] discusses the case when one of the
factors has a small diameter and in [22] the general position number of the product
of two trees is determined. The latest work on this subject [14] largely resolves the
general position problem in torus graphs and gives some partial results on hypercubes.

More recently, variants of the general position problem have been investigated for
Cartesian products; they are treated in the context of the mutual visibility problem
in [5] and [15], the edge general position problem in [17] and the monophonic position
problem in [18] (for background on the mutual visibility and monophonic position
problems, consult [6] and [20] respectively).

In this paper we study the lower general position problem in Cartesian products.
We demonstrate that this problem is connected with a special type of general position
set in a graph, which we call a terminal set. In Section 2 we present a bound on the
lower general position number of Cartesian products using terminal sets and use this
to derive some exact values. We also discuss products with complete graphs and give
a conjecture for a lower bound on the lower general position number of a Cartesian
product. In Section 3 we tackle the problem of the existence of terminal sets and show
that they always exist in graphs with diameters at most three using an algorithmic
proof. We also demonstrate existence for chordal graphs and cographs and conclude
with a conjecture on the existence of terminal sets. Finally in Section 4 we derive
some exact values for the largest and smallest order of terminal position sets in some
common graph families and apply this to find the lower general position number of
the product of complete multipartite graphs.

Throughout this paper a graph G will mean a simple, undirected graph, with
vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G). We will write u ∼ v if the vertices u, v ∈ V (G)
are adjacent. The neighbourhood of u is the set N(u) = {v ∈ V (G) : u ∼ v}. Two
vertices u, v are twins if they have the same neighbourhood, i.e. N(u) = N(v). A
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graph H is a subgraph of G if V (H) ⊆ V (G) and E(H) ⊆ E(G); a subgraph H of G
is induced if for any u, v ∈ V (H) we have u ∼ v in H if and only if u ∼ v in G. For
any subset W ⊆ V (G) the subgraph of G induced by W will be written G[W ]. The
line graph L(G) of G is the graph with vertex set equal to E(G), with an edge in L(G)
between e1, e2 ∈ E(G) if and only if e1 and e2 are incident to a common vertex.

A path Pℓ+1 of length ℓ in G is a sequence u0, u1, . . . , uℓ of distinct vertices of G
such that ui ∼ ui+1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ − 1. The distance d(u, v) between two vertices u
and v of G is the length of a shortest path from u to v; if we wish to specify in which
graph the distance is taken we will include a subscript, e.g. dG(u, v). The greatest
value of d(u, v) over all pairs of vertices u, v in G is the diameter diam(G) of G. A
cycle of length ℓ is a sequence u0, u1, . . . , uℓ−1 such that ui ∼ ui+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ−2 and
u0 ∼ uℓ−1. The wheel graph Wn is the join Cn−1∨K1, i.e. a cycle of length n− 1 with
an added vertex that is adjacent to every vertex of the cycle. A graph is chordal if
all of its induced cycles have length three (equivalently, any cycle with length at least
four has a chord). A graph is a cograph if it does not contain any induced copies of
P4.

A set S of vertices of G is geodetic if for any vertex u ∈ V (G) − S there exist
vertices x, y ∈ S such that u lies on a shortest x, y-path in G; the number of vertices
in a smallest geodetic set of G is the geodetic number of G and is denoted by g(G). A
clique or complete graph Kn is a graph on n vertices such that every pair of distinct
vertices is adjacent. More generally, a complete multipartite graphKr1,r2,...,rt is a graph
such that the vertex set can be partitioned into independent sets X1, X2, . . . , Xt, where
|Xi| = ri for 1 ≤ i ≤ t, such that u ∼ v if and only if u and v lie in different parts of
the partition.

The Cartesian product G � H of two graphs G and H is defined to be the graph
with vertex set V (G)×V (H) and an edge between vertices (u1, v1) and (u2, v2) if and
only if either i) u1 = u2 and v1 ∼ v2 in H or ii) u1 ∼ u2 in G and v1 = v2. For any
h ∈ V (H), the subgraph of G � H induced by V (G) × {h} is isomorphic to G; we
call this subgraph a G-layer of G � H and denote it by Gh. Similarly, a H-layer gH
is the subgraph of G � H induced by the subset {g} × V (H) of V (G)× V (H) and is
isomorphic to H . If P is a path u0, u1, . . . , uℓ in G, then for any v ∈ V (H) the path
(u0, v), (u1, v), . . . , (uℓ, v) in G � H will be written Pv, with a similar notation uQ for
u ∈ V (G) and a path Q in H . The operation � is associative and commutative (up to
isomorphism), so in Cartesian products of three or more factors we will drop brackets.
The distance between vertices (u, v), (u′, v′) ∈ V (G � H) is given by

dG � H((u, v), (u
′, v′)) = dG(u, u

′) + dH(v, v
′).

We define the projection functions π1 : G � H → G and π2 : G � H → H by
π1(x, y) = x and π2(x, y) = y for all (x, y) ∈ V (G)× V (H). For a detailed discussion
of the structure of Cartesian products, see the book [12]. For other graph-theoretical
terminology not defined here, we refer the reader to [2].
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2 Bounds and exact values

In this section we introduce the notion of terminal set and its applications to finding
small general position sets in Cartesian products. It was shown in [7] that a graph
G has a maximal general position set of order two, i.e. gp−(G) = 2, if and only if G
contains a universal line. The line L(u, v) of G induced by two vertices u, v ∈ V (G)
is defined to be

{w ∈ V (G) : d(u, v) = d(u, w) + d(w, v) or d(u, v) = |d(u, w)− d(w, v)|}.

The line L(u, v) is universal if it contains every vertex of G. More generally, universal
lines are of interest in the setting of metric spaces and are connected to the Chen-
Chvátal Conjecture (see [4, 19]).

The article [19] gave the following necessary and sufficient condition for the exis-
tence of a universal line in a Cartesian product.

Theorem 2.1. For two graphs G and H, the Cartesian product G � H contains a
universal line if and only if either

(i) G or H has a maximal general position set consisting of two adjacent vertices,
or

(ii) g(G) = 2 and g(H) = 2.

As shown in [7] and [19], any bipartite graph or any graph with a bridge contains
two adjacent vertices that form a universal line; hence any Cartesian product G � H
containing such a factor G or H will satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.1, implying
that gp−(G � H) = 2. In particular, if either of the factors of G � H is a tree or an
even cycle, the product will contain a universal line. Hence for many of the families of
Cartesian product graphs discussed in the preceding section the lower general position
number follows easily from known results; hence for interesting problems we will have
to look to more complicated families. We will treat the case of an odd cycle factor in
Corollary 2.4.

In the case i) of Theorem 2.1 that either G or H has a maximal general position
set consisting of a pair of adjacent vertices, note that G � H has a maximal general
position set of order two contained within a single layer. This suggests the following
question: can we always find a small maximal general position set of G � H within a
single G- or H-layer? A subset S of a G-layer Gh will be in general position in G � H
only if S is a general position set of G, so any maximal general position set of G � H
belonging to a single G-layer must be a maximal general position set of G. However,
that S is a maximal general position set of G does not necessarily imply that S ×{h}
is a maximal general position set in the product G � H . We now present the extra
property that a maximal general position set S of G must satisfy in order for a copy
S × {h} of S in a G-layer Gh to be a maximal general position set of G � H .

Definition 2.2. A terminal set of a graph G is a maximal general position set S such
that for any vertex u ∈ V (G) − S there is a shortest path of G that contains u as
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an endpoint as well as at least two vertices of S. The number of vertices in a largest
terminal set will be denoted by tp(G) and the number of vertices in a smallest terminal
set by tp−(G). If there is no such set, then we write tp−(G) = tp(G) = ∞.

An example of a terminal position set is shown in Figure 1. As a terminal set is
a maximal general position set, we have tp(G) ≥ tp−(G) ≥ gp−(G) for any graph
G. Hence for any complete graph tp(Kn) = tp−(Kn) = n. If S is a (not necessarily
maximal) general position set of G, then we will say that a vertex u ∈ V (G) − S is
terminal with respect to S, or S-terminal for short, if there is a shortest path with u as
an endpoint that contains two vertices of S; we will refer to such a path as a (u, S)-bad
path.

Figure 1: The Petersen graph with a terminal position set (red). Any vertex outside
the set of red vertices is the endpoint of a shortest path containing two red vertices.

Lemma 2.3. Let G and H be graphs with order at least two. If S is a maximal general
position set of G and h ∈ V (H), then S × {h} is a maximal general position set of
G � H if and only if S is a terminal position set of G (with a similar result for the
factor H). Hence, for any Cartesian product

gp−(G � H) ≤ min{tp−(G), tp−(H)}.

Proof. Firstly, suppose that S is a maximal general position set of G, but that there
is a vertex w ∈ V (G)− S such that there is no (w, S)-bad path. Then for any vertex
h ∈ V (H) the set S × {h} is not a maximal general position set of G � H , as for any
h′ ∈ V (H) − {h} the vertex (w, h′) can be added to S × {h} without violating the
no-three-in-line property.

Conversely, let S be a terminal set in G and consider the set S ′ = S × {v} for
any v ∈ V (H). By definition, S is a maximal general position set of G, so S ′ is in
general position in G � H and adding a further vertex from the layer Gv would create
three-in-a-line. Suppose that we add a vertex (u′, v′) to S ′, where v′ 6= v. Let P be a
shortest v, v′-path in H . If u′ 6∈ S, then let Q be a (u′, S)-bad path, i.e. Q is a shortest
path with u′ as an endpoint and containing two vertices of S; otherwise, if u′ ∈ S, Q
can be any shortest path from u′ to a vertex of S. Now the concatenated path u′P,Qv

is a shortest path in G � H that contains three vertices of S ′ ∪ {(u′, v′)}. Thus S ′ is
a maximal general position set of G � H and gp−(G � H) ≤ tp−(G) and similarly
gp−(G � H) ≤ tp−(H).
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This allows us to immediately settle the question of the lower general position
problem when one of the factors is a cycle or a wheel.

Corollary 2.4. For any graph H and any odd r, gp−(Cr � H) = 3, unless H has a
universal line consisting of two adjacent vertices.

Proof. By Theorem 2.1 the product Cr � H will not have a universal line unless H
has a maximal general position set consisting of two adjacent vertices, so in all other
cases gp−(Cr � H) ≥ 3. However a pair of adjacent vertices in Cr, together with the
corresponding antipodal vertex, forms a terminal set in Cr, so by Lemma 2.3 we obtain
the upper bound gp−(Cr � H) ≤ 3, establishing the result.

Products with one factor a wheel graph can be dealt with in a similar fashion, since
g(Wn) > 2 for n ≥ 6. In this case any triangle is a terminal set.

Corollary 2.5. For n ≥ 6, gp−(Wn � H) = 3, unless H has a maximal general
position set consisting of two adjacent vertices.

We now show that Lemma 2.3 is tight for products Kn1
� Kn2

� · · · � Knk
of an

arbitrary number of complete graphs (of which a rook graph Kn1
� Kn2

is a particular
instance). In the article [11] it was shown that gp(Kn1

� Kn2
� · · · � Knk

) ≥ n1 +
n2 + · · ·+ nk − k.

Theorem 2.6. The lower general position number of the product of complete graphs
is given by

gp−(Kn1
� Kn2

� · · · � Knk
) = min{n1, n2, . . . , nk}.

Proof. Suppose without loss of generality that min{n1, n2, . . . , nk} = nk. By Lemma 2.3
it follows that

gp−(Kn1
� Kn2

� · · · � Knk
) ≤ nk.

Suppose that S is a general position set of Kn1
� Kn2

� · · · � Knk
with order strictly

less than nk. As |S| < nk, there exists a vertex (u1, . . . , uk) such that for any
(v1, . . . , vk) ∈ S we have vi 6= ui for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Therefore the distance of (u1, . . . , uk)
from every vertex of S is k = diam(Kn1

� Kn2
� · · · � Knk

). Thus the vertex
(u1, u2, . . . , uk) could be added to S whilst maintaining the no-three-in-line property,
so that S is not maximal.

The general position sets of products of a general graph with a clique suggests the
notion of ‘orthogonal general position sets’, which may be of independent interest.

Definition 2.7. Two (not necessarily disjoint) general position sets S1 and S2 are
orthogonal if any shortest path starting in S1 and ending in S2 contains just two
vertices of the multiset S1 ∪ S2.

Note that if there is a vertex in S1 ∩ S2, then this would be counted twice if it
occurs in a shortest path. Hence if S1 ∩ S2 6= ∅, then at least one of S1, S2 must
contain just one vertex. A couple of examples of orthogonal general position sets are
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Examples of orthogonal general position sets in a cycle and a star (one set
in red and the other in blue).

It is easily seen that there is a one-to-one correspondence between maximal collec-
tions of r orthogonal general position sets of G and the r layers of maximal general
position sets in G � Kr; we omit the simple proof.

Lemma 2.8. A subset S ⊆ V (G � Kr) is in general position if and only if the projec-
tions onto G of the intersections of S with the G-layers form a collection of orthogonal
general position sets of G.

In general however, the lower general position number of a product G � H and
the bound of Lemma 2.3 can be arbitrarily far apart.

Proposition 2.9. For any r ≥ 2, there exist graphs G and H such that G � H has a
universal line and min{tp−(G), tp−(H)} = r.

Proof. For a given r ≥ 2, take G and H to be K−
r+1, i.e. a complete graph Kr+1 with

one edge deleted. If the deleted edge is uv, then {u, v} induces a universal line in
K−

r+1; hence by condition ii) of Theorem 2.1 we know that gp−(K−
r+1 � K−

r+1) = 2,
whilst it is easily seen that the smallest terminal sets in K−

r+1 have order r.

We close with a conjectured lower bound for gp−(G � H); this has been verified
computationally for all pairs G,H , where G and H both have order at most six [9].

Conjecture 2.10. For any graphs G and H,

gp−(G � H) ≥ min{gp−(G), gp−(H)}.

3 Existence of terminal sets

The bound of Lemma 2.3 raises the following important question: does every graph
have a terminal set? This question turns out to be quite deep. In the following two
theorems we give a constructive proof of the existence of a terminal set for any graph
with diameter at most three.

Theorem 3.1. Every graph with diameter two has a terminal set.
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Proof. Note that a subset S ⊂ V (G) of a graph G with diameter two is in general
position if and only if it is an independent union of cliques. We construct such a set in
a greedy way. We start with a maximum clique W1. Then for W2 we take the largest
clique that has no edges to W1 and, in general, we take Wi to be the largest clique
that has no edges to W1 ∪W2 ∪ · · · ∪Wi−1. When this process terminates, we are left
with a maximal independent union of cliques W .

It remains to show that any vertex x /∈ W is the endpoint of a shortest path
containing two vertices of W . As x was not selected by the algorithm, it must have an
edge to some vertex of W . Let r be the smallest value such that x has an edge to Wr.
If x was adjacent to every vertex of Wr, then, since x has no edge to W1 ∪ · · · ∪Wr−1,
we would have added it to Wr at that stage of the greedy algorithm; thus there are
y, z ∈ Wr such that x ∼ y and x 6∼ z, so that x, y, z is a shortest path containing three
points of W ∪ {x}.

Theorem 3.2. Every graph with diameter three contains a terminal set.

Proof. Let G be a graph with diameter three. We give an algorithm to construct a
terminal set in G. We begin by setting W1 to be any maximal clique in G. Once
we have selected cliques W1,W2, . . . ,Wj−1, we add a new clique Wj as follows. Set
Sj−1 =

⋃

1≤i≤j−1
V (Wi). For 1 ≤ i ≤ j − 1, say that a vertex v is Wi-equidistant if

d(v, w) = d(v, w′) for any w,w′ ∈ Wi. If v is not Wi-equidistant for some 1 ≤ i ≤ j−1,
then v is Sj−1-terminal. Let Tj−1 be the set of vertices of G that are Wi-equidistant
for 1 ≤ i ≤ j − 1 such that there are no edges between Tj−1 and Sj−1 (so that every
vertex of Tj−1 is at distance two or three from Sj−1). Within Tj−1, let R be a maximal
clique (i.e. it may not be maximal within G, but no further vertices can be added to
R from Tj−1).

Notice that for some i we could have some vertices in R that are at distance two
from Wi and some that are at distance three from Wi. We refine the set R so that
this situation does not occur. For i = 1, 2, . . . , j − 1, if there are vertices at distance
two and distance three from Wi, then we remove from R all of the vertices at distance
three from Wi. We set Wj to be the set that results once this refining process has
been completed. Note that Wj will be non-empty if R was non-empty, since any single
vertex from Tj−1 would satisfy this condition.

When Tj−1 is empty, the algorithm terminates. We claim that the resulting collec-
tion of cliques S is a terminal set. Certainly S is in general position, since if W,W ′

are cliques of S, then either the distance between any vertex of W and any vertex of
W ′ is two, or else the distance between any vertex of W and any vertex of W ′ is three.
Suppose that u ∈ V (G) − V (S). If u is not W -equidistant for some clique W of S,
then u is S-terminal, so we can assume that u is W -equidistant for every clique W of
S. If there is no edge from u to S, then u could have been added as the next stage
of the algorithm, a contradiction; therefore, let r = min{i : u ∼ Wi,Wi ⊆ S}. As u is
Wr-equidistant, Wr ∪ {u} is a clique; in particular, as W1 is a maximum clique of G,
we must have r > 1.

If follows that u must have been deleted in the refining process during the r-th
stage of the algorithm. Hence there must be an s < r such that d(w,w′) = 2 and
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d(w, u) = 3 for all w ∈ Ws, w
′ ∈ Wr; however, this implies that u is S-terminal, as it

is the initial vertex of a shortest path of length three to Ws that passes through Wr.
It follows that S is a terminal set.

It has also been verified computationally that all graphs with order at most eleven
have terminal sets [9]. We make the following conjecture.

Conjecture 3.3. Every graph has a terminal set.

The following lemma gives some information on the properties of a hypothetical
minimal graph that does not contain a terminal set.

Lemma 3.4. If G does not have a terminal set, but every proper isometric subgraph
of G does contain a terminal set, then

• G is connected,

• G has no simplicial vertices,

• no cut-set of G is a clique,

• G is twin-free.

Proof. Let G be as described. In particular, G is not a clique. It is trivial that G
is connected, for otherwise taking the union of terminal sets of the components of G
would yield a terminal set of G.

Suppose that G has a simplicial vertex u. The graph G−u is an isometric subgraph
of G, so by assumption has a terminal set S. If S = N(u), then u ∪N(u) is terminal
in G. Otherwise, we now show that if we add the vertex u back to G − u, the set S
remains a terminal set. If S ∩N(u) = ∅, then any vertex v ∈ N(u) is the endpoint of
a (v, S)-bad path and adding the edge uv gives a (u, S)-bad path. If N(u) ⊂ S, then,
as we can assume that S 6= N(u), there is a vertex w ∈ S − N(u) and any shortest
u, w-path would be a (u, S)-bad path, since it passes through N(u) ⊂ S. Finally, we
can suppose that N(u) ∩ S 6= ∅ and N(u) − S 6= ∅. In this case any w2 ∈ N(u) − S
is the endpoint of a (w2, S)-bad path P ; if P passes through some w1 ∈ N(u) ∩ S,
then replacing the initial edge w2w1 by uw1 gives a (u, S)-bad path, whereas if P does
not pass through N(u) ∩ S, then adding the edge uw2 also yields a (u, S)-bad path.
Therefore G has no simplicial vertex.

Now let G be a minimal graph without a terminal set that has a clique W that is
also a cut-set. For each component C of G−W there is a terminal set SC in G[C∪W ].
If SC ⊆ W , then we must have SC = W . If SC = W is a terminal set of G[C ∪W ]
for every component C of G − W , then W is a terminal set of G. Otherwise, fix
a component C of G − W such that there is a terminal set SC of G[C ∪ W ] with
SC ∩ C 6= ∅.

We now show that this SC is a terminal set of G, i.e. if x ∈ V (G − SC), then x
is the endpoint of an (x, SC)-bad path. As G[C ∪W ] is an isometric subgraph of G,
this is true by assumption if x ∈ (C ∪W )− SC , so suppose that x ∈ C ′, where C ′ is a
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component of G−W distinct from C. Consider the collection of shortest paths from
x to the vertices of SC ∩C. If any of these paths passes through another vertex of SC ,
in particular a vertex of W ∩SC (which may be empty), then we are done. Otherwise,
let P be a shortest path from x to a vertex u ∈ SC ∩ C. Set w to be the first vertex
of P in W and P ′ to be the x, w section of P . As w 6∈ SC , by assumption there is a
(w, SC)-bad path Q in G[C ∪W ], which is also a (w, SC)-bad path in G. Consider the
concatenated path P ′, Q in G. The only reason that this would not be an (x, SC)-bad
path in G is if the first edge of Q is w,w′, where w′ ∈ W and dG(x, w) = dG(x, w

′);
in this case, we can replace P ′ by a shortest x, w′-path and obtain the concatenated
(x, SC)-bad path P1, Q.

Suppose finally that G contains twins x and y. Then G−x is an isometric subgraph
and hence has a terminal set S by assumption. If y 6∈ S, then y is the endpoint of
a (y, S)-bad path P , and changing the initial point of P to x shows that x would
also be the endpoint of an (x, S)-bad path, so that S is terminal in G. If y ∈ S, but
S ∩N(y) = ∅, then S ∪{x} is terminal in G. Finally, if y ∈ S and S ∩N(y) 6= ∅, then
if x 6∼ y, x would be the endpoint of a shortest path to y via S ∩N(y) and so x would
be terminal with respect to S in G, whilst if x ∼ y, then S ∪ {x} would be a terminal
set in G.

The existence of a terminal set in any cograph G follows from Theorem 3.1 by
taking the union of terminal sets of the components of G, each of which has diameter
at most two. Lemma 3.4 gives an alternative inductive proof for cographs.

Corollary 3.5. Every cograph has a terminal set.

Proof. We perform induction on the order of the cograph G, beginning with K1. Every
cograph contains a pair of twins x, y and by the process described in Lemma 3.4
combined with induction we can obtain a terminal set in G.

More significantly, Lemma 3.4 also shows that any chordal graph has a terminal
set.

Corollary 3.6. Every chordal graph has a terminal set.

Proof. We prove the result by induction on the order. The basis follows trivially. For
the induction step, let G be a chordal graph with order n. The graph G contains a
simplicial vertex u and G−u is also chordal. As G−u has a terminal set by induction,
the argument of Lemma 3.4 shows that G also has a terminal set.

Observe that the inductive processes described in Corollaries 3.6 and 3.5 can also be
converted into polynomial time algorithms to construct a terminal set in any chordal
graph or cograph. It is an interesting question how far away the orders of the sets
produced by these algorithms and those in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 can be from the lower
terminal position number.
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4 Values of the terminal position number

In this final section we determine the terminal and lower terminal position numbers of
some common graph families, namely Kneser graphs, line graphs of complete graphs
and complete multipartite graphs. These graphs have diameter two (for sufficiently
large order n), so the existence of a terminal set is guaranteed by Theorem 3.1. We
begin with a lemma on the structure of terminal sets in diameter two graphs.

Lemma 4.1. In a diameter two graph, no terminal set is an independent set.

Proof. Suppose that S is an independent set that is also a maximal general position
set. Let u ∈ V (G) − S. Then u cannot be the initial vertex of a path of length two
that also contains two vertices of S, since this would imply that these two vertices of
S are adjacent.

The Kneser graph K(n, 2) is the graph with vertex set equal to all subsets of order
two of {1, 2, . . . , n}; two such subsets A,B ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n} are adjacent in K(n, 2) if
and only if A ∩ B = ∅. It was shown in [11] that for large enough n the general
position number of the Kneser graph K(n, 2) is n− 1, which corresponds to a largest
independent set, whereas the lower general position number is just six for n ≥ 12 [7].
The terminal position number lies strictly between these two numbers for large enough
n. Note that in this case the algorithm of Theorem 3.1 gives the exact answer.

Theorem 4.2. The terminal and lower terminal position numbers of the Kneser graph
K(n, 2) are given by

tp(K(n, 2)) = tp−(K(n, 2)) =

{

6; n = 5,
⌊

n
2

⌋

; n ≥ 6.

Proof. We start with the Petersen graph K(5, 2). Let S be a terminal set. As the
Petersen graph is triangle-free, by Lemma 4.1 S induces rK2∪ sK1, where r ≥ 1. The
general position set displayed in Figure 1 is terminal; this set is also a largest possible
general position set. It is also shown in [7] that the lower general position number of
the Petersen graph is four. Suppose therefore that S has order four or five. Observe
that a vertex outside S is the initial point of a shortest path containing two vertices
of S only if it is a neighbour of a vertex in one of the r copies of K2 induced by S. If
r = 1, then there are just four such vertices, which, together with the vertices of S,
accounts for at most nine vertices. If r = 2, then it follows from the fact that K(5, 2)
has diameter two that the neighbourhoods of the two copies of K2 are identical, so this
also accounts for at most nine vertices. It follows that there are at least six vertices
in any terminal set of K(5, 2).

Now we may assume that n ≥ 6. By Lemma 4.1 and the discussion in [11], it
follows that there are just two types of maximal general position set S to consider,
a clique of order

⌊

n
2

⌋

or a copy of 3K2 induced by subsets of size two of a subset of
[n] of order four (say all pairs of vertices from {1, 2, 3, 4}). In the latter case, the
vertex {5, 6} is adjacent to every vertex of the general position set and hence is not
terminal with respect to S. Suppose that S is a maximum clique and let {a, b} be any
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vertex outside the clique. Then there are vertices of S, say {a, c} and {d, e}, such that
|{a, b} ∩ {a, c}| = 1 and {a, b} ∩ {d, e} = ∅, so that {a, b} is terminal with respect to
S.

The general and lower general position numbers of line graphs were studied in [7]
and [11]; in this case we show that the terminal position number coincides with the
general position number.

Theorem 4.3. The terminal position number of L(Kn) is

tp(L(Kn)) = gp(L(Kn)) =

{

n; if 3|n,
n− 1; otherwise.

For n ≥ 4 the lower terminal position number is tp−(L(Kn)) = n− 1.

Proof. We will think of general position sets of L(Kn) in terms of edges of the complete
graph Kn with vertex set [n]. It is shown in [11] that the general position sets of L(Kn)
correspond to disjoint unions of triangles and stars in Kn and that gp(L(Kn)) = n
if n is divisible by three and gp(L(Kn)) = n − 1 otherwise. In order for the general
position set to be maximal, none of the stars can have order three (otherwise such a
star can be extended to a triangle) and every vertex of Kn is contained in an edge of
Kn lying in S, with the possible exception of a single vertex of Kn if the rest of S
consists of triangles.

If n ≡ 0 (mod 3), let S be the disjoint union of n
3
triangles. If n ≡ 1 (mod 3),

we let S be the disjoint union of n−1

3
triangles, and finally if n ≡ 2 (mod 3), we let

S be the union of n−2

3
triangles and one other edge. These sets are maximum general

position sets. Now let e be any edge of Kn that does not belong to one of these sets.
Then e must have at least one endpoint x in a triangle {x, y, z} of S and e, xy, yz
is a shortest path in L(Kn) from e containing two vertices of S. Thus these general
position sets are terminal.

Now let S be a smallest possible terminal set of L(Kn). S can contain at most
one star; otherwise, observe that the edge of Kn that connects the centres of two stars
would not be terminal with respect to S. Thus S consists of a collection of triangles
and at most one star, so that |S| ≥ n − 1. Now for n ≥ 4, let S be the edges of a
star in Kn of order n. Then any edge of Kn not lying in S connects two leaves x, y of
the star and, if z is any other leaf and u is the centre of the star, then xy, xu, zu is a
shortest path in L(Kn) from xy through two other points of S.

For L(Kn) the output of the algorithm in Theorem 3.1 is n − 1. We conclude by
examining complete multipartite graphs and their products.

Theorem 4.4. For r ≥ 2 and n1 ≥ n2 ≥ · · · ≥ nr ≥ 2, the terminal position number
of a complete multipartite graph Kn1,n2,...,nr

is given by

tp(Kn1,n2,...,nr
) = tp−(Kn1,n2,...,nr

) = r.

12



Proof. A maximal general position set S in Kn1,n2,...,nr
consists either of all of the

vertices in one of the partite sets, or else contains one vertex from each of the partite
sets (and thus induces a clique). If S is one of the partite sets, then no vertex of
V (Kn1,n2,...,nr

) − S is terminal with respect to S. However, if S contains one vertex
from each partite set, then any vertex u ∈ V (Kn1,n2,...,nr

)−S has a shortest path to the
vertex of S lying in the same partite set via any other vertex of S. Thus the terminal
position sets of complete multipartite graphs are the maximum cliques.

Theorem 4.4 allows us to prove a realisation result that compares the lower general
position, terminal position and general position numbers.

Corollary 4.5. For any 2 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ c there exists a graph G with

gp−(G) = a, tp(G) = tp−(G) = b, gp(G) = c.

Proof. By Theorem 4.4 a complete b-partite graph with smallest part of size a and
largest part of size c has the required parameters.

Theorem 4.4 now enables us to find the lower general position numbers of a wide
range of Cartesian products of complete multipartite graphs. The results of [19] show
that the lower general position number of the product of two complete multipartite
graphs equals two if and only if either i) at least of the graphs is a complete bipartite
graph, or ii) both graphs have a part with just two vertices.

Theorem 4.6. Let G = Km1,m2,...,mr
and H = Kn1,n2,...,ns

be complete r- and s-partite
graphs respectively, where r, s ≥ 2, m1 ≥ m2 ≥ · · · ≥ mr, n1 ≥ n2 ≥ · · · ≥ ns and
m1, n1 ≥ 2. Then the lower general position number of G � H satisfies

min{r, s,mr, ns} ≤ gp−(G � H) ≤ min{r, s,max{mr, ns}}.

If either mr = ns or min{mr, ns} ≥ 8, then

gp−(G � H) = min{r, s,mr, ns}.

Proof. Let G and H be as described in the statement of the theorem. Denote the
parts of G by X1, X2, . . . , Xr and the parts of H by Y1, Y2, . . . , Ys, where |Xi| = mi

and |Yj| = nj for 1 ≤ i ≤ r and 1 ≤ j ≤ s.

We start by showing that gp−(G � H) ≥ min{r, s,mr, ns}. Suppose that S is a
maximal general position set of G � H with |S| < min{r, s,mr, ns}. Then there are
partsXa and Yb, 1 ≤ a ≤ r, 1 ≤ b ≤ s, such that S∩(Xa×V (H)) = S∩(V (G)×Yb) = ∅.
Consider a vertex (u, v) in Xa × Yb. As (u, v) /∈ S, when we add (u, v) to S we must
create three-in-a-line.

Any neighbour of (u, v) must either have first coordinate inXa or second coordinate
in Yb, so (u, v) has no neighbours in S. The diameter of G � H is four and vertices
(x, y), (x′, y′) are distance four apart in G � H if and only if x, x′ are distinct vertices
of some Xi and y, y′ are distinct vertices of some Yj. Similarly, if (x, y) and (x′, y′) are
at distance three, then either x, x′ are in the same part of G and y, y′ are in different
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parts of H , or x, x′ are in different parts of G and y, y′ are in the same part of H .
Hence any vertex at distance three or four from (u, v) has first coordinate in Xa or
second coordinate in Yb. It follows that all vertices of S are at distance two from (u, v)
and so (u, v) is not the endpoint of a ((u, v), S)-bad path.

Hence we can assume that (u, v) is the midpoint of a shortest path Q of length four
with both endpoints in S. Therefore the endpoints of Q must be of the form (x1, y1),
(x2, y2), where x1, x2 belong to some Xc 6= Xa and x1 6= x2, and likewise y1, y2 belong
to some Yd 6= Yb and y1 6= y2. Considering the shortest paths between vertices of
S ∩ (Xc×Yd), we see that S cannot contain any vertex of (V (G)−Xc)× (V (H)−Yd),
and if (x, y) ∈ S∩(Xc×Yd), then S∩({x}×(V (H)−Yd)) = S∩((V (G)−Xc)×{y}) = ∅.

As |S| < min{r, s,mr, ns}, there exist x̃ ∈ Xc − π1(S) and ỹ ∈ Yd − π2(S). The
vertex (x̃, ỹ) is at distance at least three from any vertex of S, so by the maximality
of S it must be the endpoint of an ((x̃, ỹ), S)-bad path P of length four. The other
endpoint (x′, y′) of P must lie in Xc × Yd. However, (x

′, y′) has no neighbours in S, so
P cannot be bad. It follows that we could add the vertex (x̃, ỹ) to S without creating
three-in-a-line, contradicting the maximality of S. Thus |S| ≥ min{r, s,mr, ns}.

We now consider the existence of maximal general position sets of G � H near
the lower bound of min{r, s,mr, ns}. We will write Xr = {x1, x2, . . . , xmr

} and Ys =
{y1, y2, . . . , yns

} and will assume without loss of generality that ns ≥ mr. We know
from Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 4.4 that gp−(G � H) ≤ min{r, s}. The set

S = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xmr
, ymr

), (xmr
, ymr+1), . . . , (xmr

, yns
)}

is a maximal general position set of order ns = max{mr, ns}, so gp−(G � H) ≤
min{r, s,max{mr, ns}}. Hence if mr = ns, then gp−(G � H) = min{r, s,mr, ns}.

Now suppose that mr = min{mr, ns} ≥ 8. Let Y, Y ′ be distinct parts of H
and choose vertices y1, y2 ∈ V (Y ) and y3, y4 ∈ V (Y ′). Then, setting X ′ = Xr −
{x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6}, it is easily seen that the set

S = {(x1, y1), (x2, y1), (x3, y2), (x4, y2), (x5, y3), (x6, y3)} ∪ (X ′ × {y4})

is a maximal general position set of order mr. Hence if min{mr, ns} ≥ 8 we have the
equality gp−(G � H) = min{r, s,mr, ns}.
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